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About This Game

Description

Mankind lives in terror. The things that haunt our nightmares, that stalk the shadows, that go bump in the night... the things we
tell ourselves could never be real, are more than real now.

They are everywhere. Creatures of the darkness plague the continent. This is Ruthven, a world where Hunters, Vampires and
Werewolves fight to determine which species shall prevail. Can you make a difference in the balance?

What begins as a simple mission to free a small town from evil quickly turns into a quest of discovery and revelation, as Simona
Rinoldt, a Hunter from the Family, must travel a dangerous world, making unlikely allies, and facing unbeatable foes.
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Fun game if you don't have any other games to play xD 7/10. This is worthless. Just a really lazy adaptation. Don't be like me
and reward someone who put such a low effort release out there.

I'll summarize:

Original Red Baron runs like it did in 1990, and that's fine. But that isn't a big accomplishment - RB is one of the most
compatibility friendly games out there. It runs with no problem on DOSbox. I've never owned a PC which cannot run Red
Baron. Hell, I can even run it successfully on my Xbox and map it to my controller without much effort.

Red Baron 3d is a mess. I can't get any controller to work, and it seems like a controller is needed as keyboard control throws
the plane all over the sky. In addition, the colors sometimes completely crap out and make the screen impossible to decipher.

As far as the overall merging of the two programs goes... the installation and running of this made my AV go bananas. On top of
that, they don't even have a universal opening menu where you can select which Red Baron you want to play. You have to go to
the directory in Steam and drag out the pertinent .exe file and dig up the manuals there. It's not even really compatible with
Steam. It took me a few tries to even get my 5 minutes to register, so that I could write this review.

There are no positives here. Seriously, get yourself DOSbox and run these programs yourself. There's no reason to pay someone
for this.. Wonderful videogame!! If you are fan of Lemmings and Cut the Rope, this game is PERFECT!!
Well, no more to say. Just play it!. I've been playing this game, prior to the purchase on STEAM, so don't be fooled by the
STEAM time-log. Don't believe the simple-minded negative reviews, that clearly are not used to "tactics". Its a great 2D-
scrolling application of a battlefield tactics game. It is deceptively deep, in its use of special team tactics. If your the type that
builds a zerg-massing rush tactic... yeah, you probably won't like this game. Deploy different groups of units and employ the use
of support assets like Artillery and Bombers.

Recommend you play it on the harder levels, so you can appreciate the use of team and asset management more fully.. Today
18.05.2015
Last Update 23.12.2014

High five on cash-grab......
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Nice free platformer. change the time period from "early" to "late" and they should appear in a custom battle. Was really
looking forward to a cool farming sim, but this is not it. Bascially just boring. Overly realistic in that it takes forever to grow
anything, and then lacking in strategy because there's not much you can do other than plant things and wait for them to grow. A
lot of the information provided in game about crop conditions and weather seems good to start with but then proves to be
unclearly defined when it comes to actually using it.

I don't mind about the graphics cos it's not a game where that's the focus. Showing visually how much of a crop is dead or ready
to harvest was good, and some of the other informational displays were simple and efficient. But... just not fun.

Lots of bugs. I have played for three hours, and I got corrupt ostriches that would not reach maturity as they had a negative
number of days to go, a massive field of tulips that were harvested and then disappeared so I couldn't sell them, a missing icon
on my field so I didn't know what was planted there, and divide by zero errors everyday just before noon so had to quit that
game. Also, whenever I grew animals, there was 0.1 tonnes of meat available but the slider to choose how much to sell
confusingly let me choose about 10 values of "zero tonnes" at different prices.
Distinct Lack of shortcut keys. Was disappointed that the landscape and set up of the initial farming village was identical in UK
and USA scenarios.. Mellow, shallow tracks in low- and midtempo. Perfect for puzzlies and minigames, so I'm sure: it's worth
it!. Horrible instructions and no tutorial. Too short, too fast.

Heard that one before.
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